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Abstract
Knowledge sharing behavior has been acknowledged as a vital element in knowledge management in an organization. Baby boomers are the individuals within the organizations who recognized the importance of knowledge management for the success of their day to day organization function. Past studies have shown that individuals are still not interested to participate in knowledge sharing. The purpose of this review is to discuss the impact of self-determination factors toward knowledge sharing behavior among baby boomers in the public sector. A rigorous review of literature regarding knowledge sharing behaviour was undertaken. This review unveiled the preliminary self-determination conceptual framework which suggests a relationship among knowledge sharing behavior and four other individual factors. These factors are personality traits, intrinsic motivation, emotional intelligence, and sense of belonging. The outcome of this review is expected to provide the insights on the moderating effect of perceived organizational support which will be part of the main study.
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Introduction
In the highly demanding business world today, an organization’s competitive edge almost depends on how well it can manage and deploy its (organizational) knowledge. Numerous literatures suggest that knowledge has become the focus of competitive advantage (Connor & Pralahad, 1996). In classical economies, the sources of wealth are land, labor, and capital and now the other source is knowledge (Badaracco, 1991). The most valuable assets in the 20th and 21st century company either for business or non-business organization are production equipment, knowledge workers and their productivity respectively (Drucker, 1999). Knowledge is said to be a valuable intangible asset for creating and sustaining advantages for individuals as well as for organizations (Baardsen, 2011). Sharing knowledge in organization is very important to enhance organizational performance and innovation (Noor & Salim, 2012; Thomas, 2005). Currently many countries in Europe, America, Africa, and Asia are facing the problem of brain drain where many workers who are knowledgeable and have high skills leave the organization. Knowledge is not being effectively shared throughout organizations (Keyes, 2008; Kwakye & Md Nor, 2011). Such that organization that fail to effectively share knowledge are clearly facing with problems such as confronting with low productivity (Fouzia Akram & Rahat Bokhari, 2011; Ngah & Jusoff, 2009), striving with competitive advantage (DeNisi et al., 2003), dealing with low innovation initiatives (Gold et al., 2001; Fen Lin, 2007), and the impact to organization’s mission and strategic goals (Davidson et al., 2007). All these consequences are due to brain drain which occurs in the organization.

Since the phenomenon of Baby Boomers (BBs) has begun to be felt in most countries, brain drain due to retirement is the key issued to be addressed in this present research. This phenomenon will affect the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization if the knowledge possessed by those BB is passed over through sharing with remaining workers in the particular organization. The development of human capital, knowledge, and skills bring about economic value to an organization (Bohlander & Snell, 2007). The numbers of BB each year affects the size of the labor force, which has a direct impact on the economy’s capacity to produce goods and services (Purcell, 2000). Based on "SWOT" analysis of Malaysia Strategic Plan 2010-2014, the first threat reported in that analysis is the retirement of knowledgeable workers in which major brain drain is being flushed out the organization. This situation hinders efforts to build a competitive organization (Malaysia Statistics Department, 2009) through knowledge sharing from the BB. The indicator shows something to worry about but not due to numbers of retirement. However, the real fear is, the discontinuity of knowledge in an organization because of ineffective knowledge sharing behavior by the knowledgeable workers (Ko et al., 2005; Noor & Salim, 2012) which is greatly needed by the organization. If the sharing of knowledge between BB and other workers occur effectively, then no concern or worry about retirement among public service employees.

Employees who are more enthusiastic and sincere in the process of knowledge sharing behavior are usually committed and motivated in their job. According to Wallace (1995), individuals who are more highly committed and sincere to their profession are also likely to be more intrinsically motivated by the work. However, employees who are not really interested to share their knowledge within the organization are less motivated in their works (Azudin et al., 2008; Ling et al., 2008; Boudreau et al., 2003). On the other hand,
selfish and self-serving reasons (Dunford, 2000; Szulanski, 1996), lack of communication skills (Riege, 2005; Srivastava, 2002), fear of losing power because knowledge is a sign of power and superiority to them (Dunford, 2000; Grandori & Kogut, 2002), lack of trust, lack of social networks, differences in culture, lack of time (Dunford, 2000; Grandori & Kogut, 2002), lack of awareness (Boudreau et al., 2003; Davenport et al., 1998), lack of interaction (Jain et al., 2006; Ling et al., 2008), fear of not receiving recognition (Ling et al., 2008; Syed Ikhsan & Rowland, 2004), afraid to lose their valuable knowledge and also afraid to become redundant afterwards, feel that others will steal their ideas and reap the rewards rightly theirs or about ownership matters (Azudin et al., 2008; Bartol & Srivastava, 2002), and job security (Hislop, 2002; Kanfer & Ackerman, 2004) are the list of behavior and characteristics of not performing knowledge sharing. These characteristics and behavior would ultimately have a deeper impact on the desire to share knowledge with other employees in the organization.

When addressing sharing knowledge behavior, there are several important factors that need to be considered. It includes both organizational and individual factors, and some of these behaviors occur out of human control. According to Kankanhalli et al. (2005) and Nelson and Winter (1982), individual factors are more crucial upon knowledge continuity in organizations. This gives primary emphasis to organizational routine as it is largely determined by individual behavior. Self-determination factors or individual factors are identified as important determinants of knowledge sharing behavior and the most important factors in knowledge creation and sharing, and key repositories of knowledge in organizations (Felin & Hesterly, 2007; Foss, 2007). It is a deeper understanding of a micro level in organization knowledge processes which “cannot be reached in lieu of a starting point in individuals” (Foss, 2007).

In addition, Guthrie (2001), and Stovel and Bontis (2002) also believed the importance of self-determination factors or individual factors to the knowledge creation and sharing behavior. They indicated that employees are the major contributor to overall organizational effectiveness and knowledge management being an organization practice that is important for organization’s competitive edge. In a different way, Du Plessis (2006) reminded that many organizations view knowledge management as a technical program with the typical plan of strategy, structure, processes and measures, often forgetting the basic and powerful element of individual factors in implementing knowledge management.

The individual differences are manifested in several ways such as personality, attitude, motivation, knowledge, skills and abilities (McClelland, 1973). It also described this characteristic as an underlying superior performance as competency. Based on Chiu et al., (2006), it is important to identify factors affecting knowledge sharing behavior in the public sector. That also includes demographic factors. Sullivan et al. (2002) stated that employee’s demographic differences on work values can help to create a win-win outcome for all concerned. Several past studies also proposed that people in workgroups or organizations compare their individual factors such as commitment and motivation (Malhota & Galletta, 2003), job tenure (Levy & Sharma, 1994; O’Hara et al., 1991; Shoemaker & Johlke, 2002), job satisfaction (Pettijohn & Pettijohn, 2002), motivational levels (Hoffman & Ingram, 1992; Pullins et al., 2000) and various types of personal dispositional factors (Brown et al., 2002; Giacobbe, 1991; Hurley, 1998; Widmier, 2002) as predictors of people’s behavior. Indeed, loyalty and commitment of knowledge workers are becoming the most critical management problem for knowledge intensive industries (Alvesson, 2000), and needless to say, this is essential for a progressive knowledge based economy such as Malaysia (Tan, 2008). According to Yang and Wu (2008), socialization is a sharing of tacit knowledge, which is regarded as personal behavior; and activities in mind. In order to be able to share tacit knowledge, the interactions between individuals such as joining activities and face-to-face discussion are emphasized in this stage. This description indicates that internal individual factors provide enough impact on behavior.

In short, researchers agreed that the basis of knowledge sharing is derived from the individual. The determinants of knowledge sharing include personality traits, intrinsic motivation, emotional intelligence and sense of belongings. They seemed to have a connection between knowledge sharing behavior among employees in organization and individuals factors. Thus, self-determination factors can be used to examine how far its impact on knowledge sharing behavior. Hence, the purpose of this review is to identify and establish relationship between self-determination factors and knowledge sharing behavior, where perceived organizational support deems to be the moderating or intervening factor. This review is also expected to further scrutinize the individual factors upon knowledge sharing behavior.

**Knowledge Sharing Behavior**

Knowledge Sharing Behavior (KSB) is very crucial for an organization to be functionally effective. It is one of the Knowledge Management (KM) initiatives if it to retain as a culture in an organization. KSB can be defined as individuals who distribute their acquired knowledge within a society (Ryu et al., 2003), a deliberate act that makes knowledge reusable by other people through knowledge transfer (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh, 2002). It is a process of giving and receiving knowledge (Hooff & Ridder, 2004), the act of exchanging ideas through...
Personality Traits and Knowledge Sharing Behavior

Personality Traits (PT) are one of the most important factors in determining the behavior of knowledge sharing. PT can be referred to as behavioral patterns that show stability over time and across situations (Cattell et al., 1970). According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric Association (2000), PT are “enduring patterns of perceiving, relating to, and thinking about the environment and oneself that are exhibited in a wide range of social and personal contexts.” Traits and characteristics are similar to feature or quality. There is a continuing debate about how many different PT exist. It is expected that PT influence personal values and attitudes, as demonstrated in the empirical research conducted by Olver and Mooaradian (2003) has demonstrated. The big five or five-factor model (FFM) offers an established framework for the application of PT to work behaviors, rather than a piecemeal search for potential personality correlates. The big FFM includes extraversion, conscientiousness, agreeableness, neuroticism and openness to experience (Benet-Martinez & John, 1998; Costa & McCrae, 1992; Digman, 1990). The field of personality was convinced as the best representation of trait structure for the past two decades by the FFM (Ozer & Benet-Martinez, 2006; John & Srivastava, 1999; Block, 1995; McCrae & John, 1992; Funder, 2001; Digman, 1990; Goldberg, 1990; John, 1990).

The big five include numerous narrower, more context-specific facets in a hierarchy of individual differences (John & Srivastava, 1999; McCrae, 2004), and have been identified in numerous empirical studies (Tupes & Christal, 1992) constituting the pattern of traits across individuals and are considered the fundamental dimensions of personality (McCrae & John, 1992). The FFM or big five model has become widely accepted by personality and industrial psychology researcher (Niehoff, 2006). Numerous researchers from many traditions such as Goldberg (1990), John and Srivastava (1999), Wasko and Faraj (2000, 2005), Ozer and Benet-Martinez (2006), Guadagno et al., (2008), Matzler et al., (2008), Gupta (2008), and Teh et al., (2011) were able to replicate the findings, thereby sustaining the theory of five basic dimensions of personality.

Salgado (1997) presents two factors of personality, openness and agreeableness, as predictors of training proficiency. In contrast, Lee and Klein (2002) demonstrate the impact of another factor of personality, conscientiousness, on learning. Barrick and Ryan (2003) review the literature which shows differently the connections between personality and work behavior, including many associations between personality and a range of outcomes, such as anti-social work behaviors, contextual performance, retention as well as learning. This is in line with Salgado (2003) as PT described the big five models do not only predict different facets of job performance, but they also affect a range of additional work outcomes, such as job satisfaction, job commitment, voluntary turnover, absenteeism and many more.

The big FFM also stressed most PT can be described in terms of five basic dimensions. It provides a well-accepted categorization that enhances understanding of the relation between personality and knowledge sharing behavior (Wang & Noe, 2010). The first element is neuroticism which is encompasses characteristics which include excessive worry, pessimism, low confidence, and tendencies to experience negative emotions. Because of their tendencies to interpret experiences under negative light, individuals who score high on neuroticism should be less likely to develop positive attitudes towards their behavior. Furthermore, due to lack of confidence and optimism, those who score high on neuroticism should be less likely to develop ambitions regarding their careers and to set performance and career goals accordingly (Costa & McCrae, 1992). Based on Teh et al. (2011), university students with higher levels of neuroticism have more favorable attitude towards online entertainment knowledge sharing behavior. Guadagno et al. (2008) found that people who are high in neuroticism are likely to be bloggers who express personal content using a blog, a new form of online self-presentation and self-expression. This is also consistent with Hamburger and Ben-Artzi (2000), in which neuroticism was negatively related to the use of social services like online chatting and forums in the internet (knowledge sharing behavior). People who are high in emotional stability are generally calm and even tempered in the way they cope with daily life (Barrick & Mount, 1991; Ones & Viswesvaran, 1997).

The second factor of behavior traits which is extraversion can be described as an individual who is comfortable with social relationships. Extroverts are viewed as warm, gregarious, assertive, active, and exhibiting positive emotion (Costa & McCrae, 1992), talkative, and relationship-orientation and action-oriented in group (Barrick & Mount, 1991). It is characterized by sociability, assertiveness, social dominance, ambition, tendencies towards action, sensation-seeking, and the experience of positive affect (Bozionelos, 2003). Those who report high scores on extraversion must be more likely to possess the need to occupy a central position in their knowledge sharing behavior so that they can satisfy their ambitious and domineering tendencies (Wisker,
predictors of seeking other people's insight. Therefore, it can be anticipated that individuals develop more adventurous, and expressive. Hence, they should report higher scores on knowledge sharing behavior (Barrick et al., 2002). Teh et al. (2011) also found that university students with higher levels of extraversion have more favorable attitude towards online entertainment knowledge sharing behavior. This is further supported by Hamburger and Ben-Artzi’s (2000) findings, in which extraversion was positively related to the use of leisure services in the internet.

The third factor of behavior traits is openness to experience which can be defined as the proactive seeking and appreciation of new experiences. It includes multiplicity of interests, receptivity of new ideas, flexibility of thought, inventiveness, and the tendency to develop idealistic ideas and goals. Individuals who score high on openness should be more likely to report involvement in their work, as their work can serve as the arena to entertain their curiosity, their appetite for exploring new perspectives, and their tendency to develop genuine interests for any activities they are committed in (Costa & McCrae, 1992). Based on Digman (1990), highly open people display intellectual curiosity, creativity, flexible thinking and culture, and thus they tend to have positive attitudes towards learning new things, and are keeners to engage in learning experience (Barrick & Mount, 1991). Cabrera et al. (2006) discovered that openness to experience is a strong predictor of knowledge sharing behavior because openness is a reflection of a person’s curiosity and originality which in turn are predictors of seeking other people’s insight. Therefore, it can be anticipated that individuals develop more expertise from openness to experience. According to Constant et al. (1996), individual with higher levels of expertise are more likely to give useful advice, whereas Waswo & Faraj (2000, 2005) said people with less expertise are likely to contribute less as they consider their expertise to be inadequate or lacking of experience. Meanwhile, Matzler et al. (2008) said that people with high openness are more engaged in contributing and seeking knowledge.

The other behavior trait is agreeableness which is defined as the number of sources from which an individual takes his or her norms for appropriate behavior (Costa & McCrae, 1992). An agreeable person will defer from many other people in terms of his or her attitudinal cues. Costa and McCrae (1992) describe an agreeable person as trustworthy, compliant, modest, and altruistic. Agreeableness is associated with altruism, friendliness and modesty, while low agreeableness includes antagonism, impression management and selfishness. Individuals tend to be committed in their work when they view work and career achievement as means for the maintenance and enhancement of their feelings of personal worth and esteem (Rabinowitz & Hall, 1977). People with high on agreeableness related to knowledge sharing behavior activities (Gupta, 2008; Matzler, 2008) are good natured, sympathetic, altruistic, forgiving, courteous, helpful, generous, cheerful, and cooperative (Barrick & Mount, 1991; Barrick et al., 1998; Liao & Chuang, 2004; Wit et al., 2002).

Another behavior trait is conscientiousness which refers to a characteristic involving goal focus, dutifulness, self-discipline, and competence (Costa & McCrae, 1992). According to Gupta (2008), conscientiousness is related to knowledge sharing behavior activities, while LePine and Van Dyne (2001) reported that conscientiousness is associated with willingness of knowledge sharing behavior. Result of Matzler’s (2008) research also obviously shows there is a relationship between conscientiousness and knowledge sharing behavior. Several past studies (Barrick & Mount, 1991; Mount & Barrick, 1995; Salgado, 1997; Tokar et al., 1998) suggested that conscientiousness is the most potent and consistent correlation of job performance across all types of jobs and occupations. Conscientiousness has also been shown to improve organizational citizenship (Organ & Ryan, 1995).

The “big five” or FFM of personality represents taxonomy to parsimoniously and comprehensively describe human personality, whose validity is strongly supported by empirical evidence (Digman, 1990; Goldberg, 1993; McCrae & Costa, 1996). Due to this validity and wide acceptance, the big five has been extensively utilized in recent organizational and other applied research (Barrick & Mount, 1991; Hurtz & Donovan, 2000; Judge & Illies, 2002; Judge et al., 1999; Salgado, 1997). Therefore, it is important to establish the relationship between the big five traits and vital behavior variables including knowledge sharing. Work involvement reflects attitudes and values towards a particular aspect of life and, hence, it must relate to personality traits, as earlier (Lawler & Hall, 1970) and more contemporary writers (Elloy & Terpening, 1992) have suggested. Kanungo (1982) found work involvement refers to the extent to which an individual is generally interested in, identifies with, and is pre-occupied with one’s work in comparison to other aspects of one’s life. It reflects the significance individuals attach to having and performing work (Elloy & Terpening, 1992). Therefore, work involvement constitutes an important motivational variable that is of interest to organizations, especially in the new economy, which imposes the need for full mobilization of the human resources (Gore, 2001).

In sum, based on the past findings, it clearly shows that there is a relationship between PT and sharing of knowledge behavior. What is more interesting is that PT could be tested on people who want to retire, particularly to employees in developing countries such as Malaysia. So, with this, it can be seen to what extent that BB can contribute to organization by sharing knowledge. How does PT influenced them in the sharing of knowledge? Do all these personal characteristics have the same effects on the sharing of knowledge, or vice
The next sub-sections will be the discussion on the relationship of the five (5) personality traits with the first part on the deliberation of the relationship between intrinsic motivation and knowledge sharing behavior.

**Intrinsic Motivation and Knowledge Sharing Behavior**

Intrinsic motivation (IM) is the inherent tendency to seek out novelty and challenges, to extend and exercise one’s capacities, to explore and to learn; for interest and enjoyment and the inherent satisfaction in the specific behavior (Malhotra & Galletta, 2003). This argument has been manifested in many empirical studies that show intrinsic motivation promotes highly valued behavioral outcomes such as creativity (Amabile, 1993), quality (Kruglanski et al., 1971), and learning (Vallerand & Bissonnette, 1992; Vansteenkiste et al., 2004). It seems reasonable to expect that IM will have the same positive effect on knowledge sharing behavior as other learning activities. According to Vroom and Deci (1970), performance-based rewards are not enough to motivate employees to perform effectively on their job. Intrinsically motivated employees can derive satisfaction from doing an effective job per se: “they can become ego-involved with their jobs, emotionally committed to doing them well and take pride from evidence that they are effective in furthering the objectives of the company”. Individual who are more highly committed to their profession are also likely to be more intrinsically motivated by the work (Wallace, 1995).

IM is an important factor in facilitating the best practice of tacit knowledge (Calder & Staw, 1975; Ko et al., 2005; O’Dell & Grayson, 1998; Osterloh & Frey, 2000). By sharing their knowledge, individuals can be satisfied with the confidence in their ability to contribute to the organization or to help others (Bock et al., 2005; Constant et al., 1994; Kankanahalli et al., 2005; Wasko & Faraj, 2000). Individuals may contribute knowledge to the community because they feel that helping others in solving problems is interesting and they derive feelings of intrinsic enjoyment by doing so (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Kankanahalli et al., 2005; Wasko & Faraj, 2005).

Szulanski et al. (2004) suggested that motivational forces are derived from individual belief structures and institutional structures. BB or seniors need to be motivated in order to share their knowledge and experience with juniors and newcomers (Von Krogh, 1998; Yang, 2007). Individuals are intrinsically motivated when they seek enjoyment, interest, satisfaction, or self-expression in the work itself (Amabile, 1993). Dyer and McDonough (2001) affirmed that success or failure of Knowledge Management Systems is often affected by employee motivation and commitment. In contrast Malhotra and Galletta (2003) claimed that motivation and commitment perform an important role in successfully implementing knowledge management systems (as antecedents). For them, the development of organizational knowledge culture should be characterized by high levels of commitment and motivation.

Osterloh and Frey (2000) findings revealed that IM should facilitate the sharing of tacit knowledge. O’Dell and Grayson (1998) and Ko et al. (2005) said that intrinsic motivation is important to sharing best practices. Intrinsic motivation to engage in knowledge sharing behavior implies that employees find the activity itself interesting, enjoying, and stimulating (Foss, 2009). In a broader perspective, research within social psychology argues that individuals, who are intrinsically motivated, are proactive and get involved in activities in order to promote their own personal growth (Deci & Ryan, 2000). In fact, several scholars argue that IM matters especially for knowledge sharing behavior (Cabrera et al., 2006; Lin, 2007; Osterloh & Frey, 2000). For example, Osterloh and Frey (2000) advance that employees who are intrinsically motivated to share knowledge will participate more in knowledge sharing behavior activities and refrain from the free-riding often associated with public goods compared to employees who are externally motivated. Empirically, the impact of motivational factors such as development, and enjoyment, often associated with intrinsic motivation, are consistently argued to enhance knowledge sharing behavior (Bock et al., 2005; Burgess, 2005; Cabrera et al., 2006; Lin, 2007). The subsequent sub-section is the in-depth discussion on how the relationship between emotional intelligence and KSB was established.

**Emotional Intelligence and Knowledge Sharing Behavior**

Emotional Intelligence (EI) is a relatively new construct (Zeidner et al., 2004) and it is increasingly recognized as an important element in effecting people’s behavior. EI is a set of abilities and skills that can be improved (Chang, 2008). Serra (2009) described EI as ability, capacity, skill, or self-perceived ability to identify, assess, and manage the emotions of one’s self, of others, and of groups. People who possess a high degree of EI know themselves very well and are also able to sense the emotions of others. They are friendly, resilient, and optimistic. According to Salovey and Mayer (1990), EI is the ability to monitor one’s own and others’ feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them and to use this information to guide one’s thinking and actions.

On the other end, EI is a part of social intelligence but distinguished from cognitive intelligence. According to Cherniss (2000), EI focuses on feeling and behavior whereas cognitive intelligence discusses more about facts and knowledge. This is in accordance with the view of Bar-On et al. (2000) as they said that EI is a non-cognitive intelligence which is defined as an array of emotional, personal and social abilities and skills that influence an individual’s ability to cope effectively with environmental demands and pressures. EI involves the
ability to recognize personal feelings and emotions and those of others and to use that information to resolve conflicts, solve problem, and improve interactions with others. It reflects one’s ability to interact with others in a positive manner and normally looked as the final determinant of business’s success (Brown, 1999). In addition, Mayer et al. (2000) explained that EI has four levels of hierarchical skills which range in complexity in terms of how individual identify, manage and use emotions. Emotions influence what people think about, how people think, and are essential for people to make appropriate decisions, take the best possible action to solve problems, cope with change, and succeed (Caruso & Salovey, 2004). According to Goleman (1998), EI can be defined as the ability to distinguish feelings, to motivate ourselves, and to manage emotions in ourselves and in our relationships. His definition includes such meanings as self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy, and social skills. Even though the scholars have different understanding and definition of EI, the definitions within the field of EI tends to be complementary rather than contradictory. EI can reflect how an individual’s potential for mastering the skills of self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, and relationship management translates into success in the workplace (Goleman, 2001). Based on Salovey and Mayer (1990), EI involves abilities that are categorized into five domains. They are self-awareness, managing emotions, motivating oneself, empathy, and handling relationship which have implications for students’ performance in tertiary institutions. It is likely that EI will assist people having low happiness and low satisfaction and high depression in developing appropriate behaviors and attitudes in respect of their work.

All theories within the EI paradigm seek to understand how individuals perceive, understand, utilize and manage emotions in an effort to predict and foster personal effectiveness (Ciarrochi et al., 2000). Most literatures agreed that EI is a positive factor which contributes to more positive behaviors including academic performance, heath, social support, job performance, social adjustment and career development, life satisfaction, psychological wellbeing, and occupational success (Bar-On, 1997 & 2005; Barling et al., 2000; Beauvais, et al., 2011; Carmeli et al., 2003; Caruso et al., 2002; Dimitriadis, 2007; Engberg & Sjoberg, 2004; George, 2000; Goleman, 2001; Kloumakou, 2007; Mayer et al., 2008; Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005; Salami, 2004; Salami & Ogundokun, 2009; Salovey & Mayer, 1990; Schute et al., 1998; Tagliavia et al., 2006). EI will also have a positive influence on team member KSB (Braun, 2005) related to tacit knowledge sharing behavior (Kadir & Hazman, 2011). Research by Mayer (1997) and Goleman (1998) proposed that EI accounts for success at home, school, and work, enabling individuals to become more cooperative, effective team members and leaders and also enabling them to build their technical skills and intelligence for jobs at all levels. Meanwhile, Boyatzis et al. (2000) described the competencies that enable people to demonstrate intelligence use of their emotions in managing themselves and working effectively with others. Yet another relationship between another self-determination factor which is sense of belonging and KSB seems relevant to be put forth in the next sub-section.

**Sense of Belonging and Knowledge Sharing Behavior**

Sense of belonging (SB) can be defined as recognition and acceptance of a member by other members in a group or organization (Anant, 1969). He also suggested that there was a contrary relationship between belonging and anxiety. Based on Maslow (1954) and Thoits (1982), SB is a human need. It is very important in creating a unique union organization. Spirit and SB to an organization will influence the behavior of an individual. This means, to achieve what we want, we need the internal factors that are influencing our behavior and movements. SOB among the members of organization can be a springboard in achieving the goals and aspirations that we do. SOB is fundamental to members’ identification with a group and has numerous consequences for behavior (Turner et al., 1987).

Based on Bollen and Hoyle (1990), individuals’ SOB to a group (organization) is associated with membership in that group which is likely to be positive related for most members of the groups. SB in a sense of ownership is a unique phenomenon of feeling and relationship. For them, the SB is the experience of personal involvement in the system or environment so that people feel they are an integral part of the system or the environment. Meanwhile, SB is a state of connection between a person and the environment; multidimensional phenomenon that may be viewed from the varied perspectives of psychological, sociological, physical, emotional, social, or spiritual of the individual that defines a person (Hagerty et al., 1992; Hagerty et al., 1993). It is a specific process of relatedness and presented an analysis of the concept, positing it to be an important element for mental health and social well-being (Hagerty et al., 1996). SB also has socially constructed meaning and provides a sense of security (Andersen et al., 2000). Lack of SB is strongly associated with loneliness and depression (Choennarom et al., 2005; Hagerty et al., 1992).

Based on Barbara et al. (2007), the desire to belong to a group or organization influences an individual’s behavior well before he or she is actually a member of the group. Wei (2010) said that knowledge sharing behavior cannot be forced or mandated. It should occur as an enjoyment by enforcing their SB. SB is seen as connectedness that portrays the dynamic nature of human existence. Therefore, the role of SB to interpersonal relationships and the well-being of individuals, family, and community are emphasized (Hill, 2006).
According to Vande Walle et al. (1995), SB influences altruistic spirit through organizational commitment and thus affects knowledge sharing behavior. Whereas, Yoo et al. (2002), McMillan and Chavis (1986) agreed that sense of community can be considered as another important factor affecting the virtual knowledge sharing behavior process and can be defined as the sense of belongingness in a community that a member feels and a shared confidence in how much they matter to each other and that their needs are met through commitment to each other. Sense of community causes a common perception of knowledge that is possessed and preserved by the community (Wasko & Faraj, 2000). A strong SOB leads to a more recognition on KSB that causes feelings of intrinsic satisfaction (Sharratt & Usoro, 2003).

The relationships of the four (4) self-determination factors which are PT, IM, EI and SB with KMB have raised the issue on how Perceived Organizational Support (POS) can act as the moderating variable to KMB. The next section deliberates on how the relationships among PT, IM, EI, SB, POS and KMB are interestingly linked.

Perceived Organizational Support as Moderating Variable
Lew (2009) clarifies that POS does not only have a direct influence on organizational commitment, but can also be a moderating element to others. He also suggested that the employees will repay the organization which supported them with stronger commitment and develop a sense of felt obligation to reciprocate the organization’s support by caring about the organization’s wellbeing and helping to achieve its objectives.

Based on Phelps et al. (2008), they found POS moderately affects the relationship between job satisfaction and intent to stay for recently retrained employees. Besides, a number of prior studies have agreed that POS has also been functioning as a moderator. For example, Duke et al. (2009) investigated the interactive effects of perceptions of organizational support on two emotional labor outcomes which are job satisfaction and job performance. They found that there is an interactive effect between emotional labors and POS significantly predicts both job satisfaction and job performance.

Meanwhile, Erdogan and Enders (2007) discovered that POS had significant effect on the intermediary between the two variables. The positive relationship between Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) and job satisfaction was stronger when supervisors had high POS. Zhou and George (2001) reported that creativity in dissatisfied employees was highest when continuance commitment and POS for creativity were both high. Moreover, De Carlo et al., (1997) also found that the relationship between salespersons’ expectancies and support (POS). PT might influence POS by affecting employee behaviors, and consequently treatment by the organization. Positive affectivity might lead to expansive and friendly behaviors, which would cause the employee to make a favorable impression on others and would result in a more effective working relationship with coworkers and supervisors. On the other hand, aggressive or withdrawal behaviors resulting from negative affectivity could inhibit the development of favorable working relationships, reducing POS. Based on Lynch et al. (1999), POS affected the relationship between employees’ reciprocation wariness and their job performance. Eisenberger et al. (1986) argued that individuals evaluate the behavior of organizational agents towards them. Workers are often sensitive to environmental and organizational constraints which limit the ability to provide them. Better treatment from the organization will foster a good enthusiasm and characters to the workers.

Summary
The purpose of this review is to establish and evaluate the relationship between four (4) elements categorized under Self-Determination Factors (SDFs) and Knowledge Sharing Behavior (KSB). These independent variables are Personality Trait (PT), Intrinsic Motivation (IM), Emotional Intelligence (EM) and Sense of Belonging (SB), while Perceived Organizational Support (POS) roles as intervene factor.

The expected result should unveiled the extend of the support for the notion that BBs’ SDFs play the major and crucial role towards KSB with the moderating effect of POS. In this context, if organizations want their BBs to engage in knowledge-sharing activities, they should take into account individual factors so that their employees, primarily the BBs are more committed, willing and keen to share their knowledge, experience and expertise. Finally it is envisaged that this review would provide an insight of the framework on how BBs SDF can contribute to the KSB where POS played an intervening role.
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